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Aljassimya Farm,
Join us In Paris.

Om El Aisha Aljassimya
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F

or Sheikh Jassim Bin Khalifa Al Thani of Aljassimya
Farm, Doha, Qatar the role of breeding the finest
Arabian horses is an important one, preserving
centuries of tradition and excellence. To create a breeding
program of note the breeder must have a clear vision of the
ideal horse he means to produce and breed unswervingly
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towards that goal. It means selection above all, first of
the original breeding stock and then amongst the next
generations of stock destined to become the bedrock of the
stud. From the first three crops of foals born in 2015, it can be
seen that Aljassimya Farm has started to develop the classic
look that will become their hallmark.
WH Justice was the first stallion chosen to be a herd sire and
his legacy is complete at the farm with his oldest daughters
already producing champions and a host of younger
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daughters from the worlds top female families just waiting
to take their turn. Just as exciting as the daughters, for which
WH Justice is unsurprisingly famous, Aljassimya Farm is
proud to have bred one of his most complete young sons Jalal
Aljassimya. A tall and perfectly balanced pale grey colt with
an outstanding frame to add to his exquisite head and free
athletic trot, Jalal Aljassimya started his career with a win
at the Las Vegas World Cup in the yearling colts. On his
way to Europe from California he paused to take the Gold
Champion Yearling Colt in New York in September. Shown

by Giacomo Capacci for the first time in New York he is now
in Tuscany with Giacomo, hoping to follow in the footsteps
of Ghazwan Aljassimya, the Aljassimya Farm bred 2014
World Champion Yearling Colt.
Like all the home bred horses from Aljassimya Farm, Jalal
Aljassimya also has the strength of the female side of his
family. His dam Annais brings in the type of her Straight
Egyptian sire Ansata Nile Echo, plus the international show
style of her multi champion dam Ass Windi a direct daughter
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The Saskia RJ family is one of the major tap root damlines of
Aljassimya Farm, with five females tracing to her.
WH Justice has maintained his global reach and was
Champion Sire of the Show at the 2015 Arabian Breeders
World Cup in Las Vegas, as well as sire of the Gold Champion
Mare at the 2015 All Nations Cup. Representing Aljassimya
Farm on the fillies side is another of his grey daughters,
Om El Aisha Aljassimya, the picture of a feminine filly
with her tiny muzzle and alert expression. Not shown as
a yearling she stepped for the first time onto the show scene
at the incredibly competitive 2015 Mediterranean and
Arab countries Championships in Menton, where she won
her class with 20’s awarded for both type and head. The

Silver Champion title was hers in the championships and
she has now spent the summer and autumn in Tuscany with
Giacomo Capacci preparing for Paris.
Like Jalal Aljassimya, Om El Aisha Aljassimya represents
the farms breeding ethos on her dams side as well . Her dam
the young mare Om El Aliha, is by the most successful of the
AL Lahab sons Om El Al Azeem. recently crowned in New
York as the first US Open Champion Stallion. Her granddam
is Om El Bint Shaina, one of the loveliest mares from the
Estopa family and also dam of Om El Excella. The Bint El
Shaina descendants are also a family that Aljassimya Farm
has been selecting horses from, creating a depth of quality in
bloodlines to stand the test of time.
In December Aljassmya Farm is proud to be competing at the
Salon Du Cheval World Championships with two homebred
young horses of world class standard. The Paris show is the
peak and celebration of the whole year and we hope you stop
by at the Aljassimya Farm booth, to talk to any member of
the team, about the breed we all love. q
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